The purpose of a school board is to govern. When boards govern, are they leading or managing? Some observers think that many Adventist K-12 school boards over manage and under lead. Is this a correct diagnosis of your school board? To assess the accuracy of this statement, it will help to explore some key distinctions between leading and managing.

Leadership and Management

Analysis of management and leadership is a favorite topic in current organizational studies. Some experts believe that leadership and management involve the same behaviors. Others believe there is a profound difference between the two.

Our analysis begins by examining the root meanings of these two concepts. To lead means to go, travel, or guide. It implies movement, a venture into unexplored territory with unfamiliar destinations. A leader influences the direction and actions of a group of people.

The root of manage is a word meaning “hand.” As James Kouzes points out, managing is about “handling” crises, maintaining order, keeping things organized and in control. By handling activities or things, one brings things about; he or she is in charge of or responsible for the completion of an activity.1

When boards govern, are they leading or managing?

Thus, there is a critical difference between leadership and management. Management has to do with “handling things,” while leadership means “going places.”

Let’s be clear at the beginning of this discussion that despite the distinction between these concepts, school administrators and boards should value and perform both functions. Without good management, an organization tends to be chaotic, things “slip through the cracks,” and resources are wasted. Good management brings order and consistency to the daily operations of a school. Just as children need order and consistency at home, everyone connected to the school benefits from good management.

But leadership is also vital to an organization. Leadership sets goals and establishes a vision and a direction for the school. Leadership challenges the status quo. Leaders are not satisfied with yesterday’s success. They always seek to make things and people better. Since continual improvement is the hallmark of excellence, leadership is required if positive changes are to be implemented.

This is why, according to Peter Drucker, both leadership and management are essential.2 They both have to do with responsibility, accountability, and “getting things done.” They are different, to be sure, but in the same way that the right hand is different from the left. They belong to the same body. A school will not be successful without superior performance in both areas.

School boards expect tasks completed on time and on budget. These are management tasks. Constituents expect predictability and order. But they also expect the principal and board to establish direction and to align people with the vision of the school. These are leadership tasks. Leaders motivate, inspire, and energize people.

Managers place a high premium on efficiency. They want to improve performance on tasks that are already being done. They are more interested in the “how” and the “when” than the “why.” Leaders focus more on effectiveness. They want to make sure that people are doing the right thing—for the right reason. They value the “what” and the “why” of the behaviors of an organization.
Four Roles of a Board

Best-practices research and the literature agree that successful boards perform several critical roles. They must establish vision, find resources to support that vision, value accountability as they assess progress toward their vision, and be a credible advocate for the schools they serve. This article will review the functions of highly successful boards to show how both leadership and management skills are essential to perform these four roles.

1. Establishing a Vision

As noted in earlier boardsmanship articles in this journal, the school principal, along with the school board, must establish a vision or preferred future for their school. Since a quality school is always seeking ways to be more successful, effective school boards set school improvement goals each year. These goals are presented to the board by the principal, based on an annual review of the recommendations from the previous accreditation visit and input from the teachers and administrative team. This is what is required by conference offices of education and school accrediting agencies. Many schools establish a five-year plan of improvement that includes measurable goals each year.

A dilemma for some boards is what to do if the principal does not provide these school improvement goals. This is one of the times when the board must take decisive action. That’s why board members are called trustees. The school and its future are entrusted to them. If a principal functions mainly by concentrating on managerial tasks, then the board must “take the lead” and assist him or her through visioning sessions to establish a five- to 10-year plan for the school.

Management has to do with “handling things,” while leadership means “going places.”

2. Sufficient Resources

After deciding on a vision or preferred future for the school, the board must find the resources to accomplish the measurable goals of that vision. For most Adventist schools, the sources of money are tuition, local church subsidy, conference subsidy, and fund raising.

Many schools have discovered that the easiest way to increase their operating revenue is by increasing enrollment. This is why school administrators and boards must demonstrate leadership in this area. Every board meeting should discuss some aspect of student recruitment. What measures can they take to make the school more attractive to Adventist students and parents as well as other Christians in the community?

Recruitment involves both luring new students to the school and retaining the ones already enrolled. While the principal and board demonstrate leadership skills in recruitment, the principal and teachers must demonstrate managerial skills in retaining the students already enrolled. Thus both leadership and management skills are necessary to meet the challenge of increasing and maintaining school resources.

Occasionally, schools have grown their enrollment without concurrently planning for the infrastructure and the availability of teachers to care for the expanding student body. Strategic growth plans must also include capital campaigns. Most Adventist schools have space for additional students and would not have an immediate need for additional infrastructure, but funds for additional teachers may be a challenge.

The board’s role of ensuring sufficient resources for the school also includes establishing policies to supplement the division and union conference educational codes. These cover a number of areas, such as items to be included in the student handbook, tuition collection policies, and fees for the use of school facilities. Here again we see the importance of policy in the management of an organization. While it takes leadership skills to discover additional resources, it requires managerial skills to establish and implement policy effectively.

Since one of the board’s responsibilities is to increase resources, a word should be said here about fund raising and school
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form these tasks. Most schools that hired such a developer saw the institution’s future as brighter and more hopeful than if the board expected the principal or a volunteer to serve in that capacity. I challenge boards to show leadership in exploring creative approaches to fund-raising.

3. Accountability for Progress

Another major function of the board is to assess progress toward school improvement goals. This ensures accountability to parents, the constituency, the conference, and accrediting agencies. The principal and conference office of education oversee many of these essential assessments. This includes standardized achievement testing and annual evaluations of school employees. Most conferences and principals perform this management function in a professional manner.

A

other area where boards and principals show leadership is exploring how to ensure progress on school improvement goals. Annual surveys of parent and student satisfaction can provide valuable information and suggest areas for improvement. Schools should also regularly assess the spiritual climate on campus. The short form of the Valuegenesis Survey is an excellent tool which, if conducted on a regular basis, provides a longitudinal spiritual profile. School boards must demonstrate leadership in achieving this major goal of Adventist education.

4. Advocate for Adventist Education

Boards need to take the lead in designing bold initiatives that share the school’s story with the constituency and community. The distinction between managing and leading is obvious in this important area of board and school administration. However, most boards would receive a below-average grade on this function. I challenge boards to dream big in this area. Some of those dreams may require additional revenue, but no better investment could be made to grow your school and ensure that members’ children are enrolled in Adventist education. Are board members, principals, and teachers reporting to local congregations and church boards the good news from your school? The more widely shared the good news of Adventist education, the more likely parents will value a Christian education for their children. Boards need to find creative ways to take the initiative and demonstrate leadership in this essential role.
Both leadership and management skills are essential to fulfill the four roles listed above, which are fundamental for effective school boards. They are the what, the how, the how well, and the marketing of Adventist education. Establishing a vision of a preferred future is the what; ensuring an organizational structure to support the vision is the how; assessing the progress of the school programs that ensures accountability is the how well; and the communication of the importance of our youth and Adventist education to meet their needs is the marketing role of each board member.

Both the school board and principal must demonstrate leadership in these essential functions to ensure the development of a quality school.

A Call to Self-Evaluation

Since assessment and accountability are important functions of the board, the members should find ways to evaluate their own effectiveness. In their eagerness to assess student progress and personnel, boards often neglect to evaluate their own work. Referring to the areas highlighted by this article, it would be wise to assess the board’s deliberations to determine how much time is spent on management and leadership functions. Such an audit can produce large dividends.

School administrators are hired to both manage and lead in the affairs of the school. Principals are accountable for both managerial and leadership skills. Shouldn’t board chair does not guarantee that he or she will act like a leader. Some leadership skills are innate while others can be nurtured and developed. An effective leader needs vision, the ability to motivate people, empathy, the willingness to listen, a strong moral compass, the ability to collaborate to achieve shared goals, and the determination to earn the respect of the team. Hopefully people with a heart and skills for leadership will be elected or appointed to positions of leadership, for most are not born with these skills.

By definition, leadership is a journey and a process, not a position. Effective leaders do not need a title to connect with people and share a vision that inspires them to act. This may be the reason that in many cases, the most powerful or influential person on the board is not the chair or principal. Influence comes with wisdom, vision, and the ability to communicate and inspire—not with position.

It takes a team. It is a grave misconception to think that leadership is a solo act. Leaders and followers engage in the act of leadership together. It isn’t “I”; it is “we.” True, a leader is the catalyst and cheerleader, but significant accomplishments are the result of a committed team working collaboratively to achieve a shared vision.

Persuade, don’t command. Good managers and leaders both listen and use persuasive means for convincing followers. Good leaders know that the group with which they work needs to take ownership of the vision. This is best achieved through persuasion and participation in shaping the vision. Intrinsic and internal motivation always work better than extrinsic and external control. Micromanagement and coercion rarely foster the relationships and climate that produce collegiality and collaboration. Leaders tend to empower the team rather than trying to command and control them. A leader looks for commitment, not compliance. Persuasion always wins out over commanding.

Optimism about the future. Leaders are never satisfied with the present, for they envision a better future. This preoccupation with the future distinguishes a leader...
If a principal functions mainly by concentrating on managerial tasks, then the board must “take the lead” and assist him or her through visioning sessions to establish a five-to 10-year plan for the school.

A leader is deeply dissatisfied with the status quo and restless for change. According to Marcus Buckingham, optimism is the essence of leadership. To be effective, a leader must be unfailingly, unrealistically, even irrationally optimistic.8 “This school will become better” is the slogan of a school board that demonstrates leadership . . . followed by “We will do whatever is necessary to accomplish this goal!”
Summary

School boards and administrators require both leadership and management skills. The principals and teachers hired must be strong in both domains. But of the two sets of skills, leadership is the greater need. Most school administrators score above average in management skills, while falling short in the leadership area. It’s much easier (and may seem more urgent) to keep busy “putting out the fires” while failing to investigate why so many are occurring—or to plan adequate measures for prevention!

Churches and schools must find board members and administrators who are passionate about school improvement and optimistic about the future. Leaders are needed who will dream big dreams and possess bold visions. This is what students deserve, parents expect, and what will gain God’s blessing.

An effective leader needs vision, the ability to motivate people, empathy, the willingness to listen, a strong moral compass, the ability to collaborate to achieve shared goals, and the determination to earn the respect of the team.

Dr. Ed Boyatt, Coordinator for this special issue on school boards, is Professor of Education at La Sierra University in Riverside, California, and Dean of the School of Education. He has served as a pastor, secondary teacher, academy principal, college dean of students, union associate director of education, and superintendent of schools.
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1. To understand and clarify the mission of the school, making sure the philosophy and goals of the Seventh-day Adventist Church are being met.

2. To review educational and public-service programs to ensure that they are mission-driven; and to approve new degrees and programs.

3. To approve long-range plans (including purchase and sale of property) and engage in strategic planning.

4. To appoint, support, and assess the performance of the president.

5. To ensure the well-being of faculty, students, and staff.

6. To ensure strong administrative and financial management.

7. To hold the college/university in trust for the church.

8. To interpret the campus to the community.

9. To interpret the needs of society and the church to the campus.

10. To occasionally serve as a court of appeal.

11. To assess their own performance, and make modifications as required.

12. To preserve institutional independence in harmony with the policies and goals of the sponsoring organization.

13. To contribute to the school in two or more of the following areas: money, time, talent, and expertise.

1. To clarify and help implement the mission of the school

2. To work with the conference to find a good principal and teachers.

3. To support the principal.

4. To engage in long-range planning, and approve such plans.

5. To approve the educational program.

6. To ensure financial solvency.

7. To work closely with the principal and the conference in the employment and termination of teachers and staff as outlined in written employment policies.

8. To maintain the physical plant.

9. To enhance the school’s public image and help recruit students.

10. To serve as a court of appeal.

11. To stay informed.

12. To contribute to the school in two or more of the following areas: money, time, talent, and expertise.

13. To assess their own performance.

1. To uphold and help enforce denominational policies pertaining to education, and to see that changes are brought about only through appropriate and ethical procedures.

2. To make decisions predicated upon the welfare of staff and students, and that meet the needs of all children enrolled in the school, regardless of their ability, race, sex, or social standing.

3. To confine themselves to policy-making, planning, and appraisal, and to frame policies only after consideration of their potential effects.

4. To support the chief office of the school and the staff while not interfering with the administration of the school.

5. To make no personal commitments nor take any private action that might compromise the integrity of the board or damage the reputation of the school or church.

6. To conduct all aspects of the board’s responsibilities in an ethical manner and not use their position or influence in a way that would expose the school or the board to liability or scandal.

7. To maintain confidentiality on all matters discussed by the board in session.

8. To refer all complaints to the president or principal and follow the church’s established grievance procedures in major disputes.

9. To support the school program by regularly attending board meetings, religious services, and other school-related functions.

10. To resist pressure by various groups that seek to implement changes in school policy that match their philosophy, that benefit them financially, or that do not conform to church doctrine and policy.


Adapted from the Columbia Union Conference School Board Member Code of Ethics, provided courtesy of Hamlet Canosa.